
Brazil Journal
Day One
Once again, it’s “To the Ends of the Earth” with Gustafson Photo Safari!  This time it’s to Brazil’s Pantanal in 
search of one of the most elusive cats; the jaguar.  The flights started in Chicago with a connection in Atlanta, 
overnight to Sao Paulo, Brazil and a quick flight to Cuiaba.  Here we met our naturalist guide and embarked on 
our journey along the Trans Pantanal Highway; an adventure all its own.  This 2 lane dirt road is ABSOLUTE-
LY flat and takes us to the heart of this amazing watershed that is the Pantanal.  Along the highway we saw 
marsh deer, cuatis, cappy barras, jabiru storks, black-collared hawks, and caiman by the hundreds as we drove 

to St Teresa Ranch.  
Our guide, Benedeto, has kept us entertained with 
stories from the wild Pantanal.  Everyone is ready 
for tomorrow’s first light to see what’s out there 
waiting for us.   After dinner it turned out there 
was a nice sized Cane Toad waiting for us on the 
path to our rooms.

Day Two
There really isn’t anything like a day in a boat on a tropical river.   Today was that day!  The Rio Pixaim, right 
behind our lodge gave us a wonderful list of great photo subjects as we made our way through shady lagoons, 
jungle lined open water and water hyacinth choked estuaries.  Some used tripods while 
others handheld big lenses to capture non stop wildlife action.  Water birds, waders and 

raptors were everywhere and gave us chances to 
photograph flight, hunting, and beautiful portraits.   
My favorite events were fishing hawks, day old baby 
jacanas walking on the water hyacinths right next to 
the boat and a cocoi heron that dove into a logoon 
to snag a piranha.  OK, I also loved the toco toucans 
feeding in fallen flowers that looked like pink clouds, 
southern river otters and the king fishers that seemed 
to be around every river bend!

 
Day Three
We shot around the ranch in the early morning light, had breakfast and began our Trans-Pantanal Highway drive 
to Port Geoffrey and the Jaguar Boat.  We used the four hour drive through virgin Pantanal as a mobile photo 
shoot.  The comfortable open truck allowed us to photograph hundreds of birds, caiman, and even a big herd 

of cattle and drovers traveling down the road.  When we 
reached Port Geoffrey and the Cuiaba River we put the lug-
gage in one boat had photographers in 2 others and went up 
river to Meeting of the Waters State Park and our “Floatel”.  
We live on a houseboat for the next 5 days!!
In the afternoon we got in the small jaguar boats and went 
for the first jaguar hunt.  There’s lots to see and photograph 
on these picturesque rivers, but my 4 year record remains 
int act.  No jaguars on the first boat trip!  Julie keeps telling 
me we should just stay at the ranch an extra day.  We came 
back after dark, had dinner, lots of fun conversation and 
headed for bed.



Day Four 
7:00 was our “In the boat and out on the river” time.  Lots and lots of birds to start 
and then it was on to Caiman and cappy baras.  No sign of jaguars until 11:30 when 
we got a “Maybe” call from our spotter boat.  We put it in high gear for a half hour 
and found….a mother and 2 big cubs!!!  3 jaguars.  They were relaxing, cooling off 
from the heat of the day, coming down the bank and into the reefs for a drink, running 
and playing for the rest of the day.  We stayed with them for 6 hours of challenging 

photography.  There were few open spots for good 
shots.  Our boat men were expert at finding the agle 
that avoided vines and leaves whenever possible.  
Sometimes it was a matter of 1 or 2 feet that would 
determine the success or failure of a shot.  In the end 
we had time and got lots of portraits and action of all 
three cats.  Back to the house boat.  My arms are so 
tired from holding that big lens for 6 ours!!!

Day Fi ve
We started a little later this morning to maximize the best times for jaguars.  They 
don’t really come out till it’s hot out.  Today fit that bill with a clear blue sky and 

temps in the high 90s by 10:00.  We had 
some fun photographing a flotilla of giant 
otters as they dove for river fish and ate them 
right in front of us.  The challenge was to 
find the otter with the biggest, coolest fish.  
The winner caught a 3 foot striped river 
catfish.
The hunt for jaguars took us up the Three 
Brothers River where our tracker had spotted 
(no pun intended) 2 jaguars on a sand bar.  

By the time we got there they had moved away from the river but you could hear 
birds calling their alarms and we did hear one of them roar.  After a fruitless search 
of the nearby river banks we went back to the houseboat for lunch and a break from the heat…..There’s always 
this afternoon!  This afternoon had a lot of this and a little of that but no jaguars.  Everyone is so happy with 
yesterday’s shoot they don’t care!  Lots to see and photograph besides jaguars and tomorrow is another day.

Day Six
Up and at ‘em early because we have a long way to travel up the Piquiri Rive in search 
of Macaws.  By the time we got loaded into the boats and off, we had a change of plans.  
Our spotter found 2 jaguars on a kill down by Port Geoffrey.  It seems like an eternity 
as we speed down the river.  20 minutes latter we found one jaguar moving between 3 
different cows that had gotten stuck in the mud and drowned.  The one it was feeding on 
was a little back in the forest but the beautiful cat was all over the place, drinking, yawn-
ing, and chasing vultures off the kills.  She left after 90 
minutes and so did we. 
From there we went up the Piquiri River and found my 
cat Sergio.  This is a HUGE cat we had seen last year.  No 
one had ever seen him before so I got to name him.  This 

morning he was out for a stroll on riverside trails, through light brush, wading 
in the water and best of all, ambling down one of the golden sand beaches.   We 
followed him on his trek for 45 minutes.  It was beyond beautiful!



Farther up stream we found yet another jaguar!  This 
was a small female who gave us about 5 minutes and 
then went deep into the forest.  On the way back we 
had an amazing shoot on one of the sand bars where 
there were black headed vultures, a harrier hawk, 
buff-necked ibis and the tiny pied plove with the tini-
est 2 day old chick!!!  
The afternoon had one more surprise 
for us.  Back up the Piquiri River Dawn 
spotted a totally new jaguar!!  This one 
a young male who stayed with us for 
3 hours as he moved along the banks 
through jungle clearings and over fallen 
logs.  This was a day to remember!

Day Seven
Our last full day on the houseboat.…Let’s go find the jaguars!  
We left early so we could get to the Piquiri Hotel (a 2 hour trip) 
to see the Hyacinth Macaws.  The best laid plans and all that, 
went up in smoke when we found a pregnant jaguar hunting for 
giant otters!  She crept along the bank as the otters screamed at 
her from the very edge of the river.  It was quite a face off with 
some dramatic photo situations as the jaguar negotiated the river 
bank.  Well, it’s off to see the Macaws again….but wait there’s 
another jaguar walking along the shore.  We got a few looks at 
him before he went into the bushes for a nap.  Before he went to 
sleep we were able to get some close shots of him through the 

green leaves.  We finally got to the hotel and as beautiful as the 
macaws were most people were ready to head back out on the river 
for more jaguar hunting.  The problem was that thunder clouds 
had gathered and it started to rain soon after we got out on the 
river.  We sped around the curves of the river and raced along the 
straight-aways to get home as soon as possible but got side tracked 
by …..another jaguar.  This one was swimming across the  Piquiri 
River with nothing in it’s way but us.  It ended up passing behind 
our boat by just 3 meters!!  Our guide had his hands over his eyes.  
You aren’t supposed to be within 50 feet of a jaguar but there 
wasn’t anything we could do!  The jaguar count is at an amazing 

10!!!  Each sighting has been with different cats with no repeat sightings.  I love that we have had great shots at 
each of them regardless of how much time we had with each one.  I also am happy that none of our cats had a 
tracking collar.  The afternoon was totally rained out but we still have tomorrow morning!!

Day Eight
We were hoping beyond hope to break the world’s record of jaguars seen 
in one trip, but we struck out on our last day.  The wind was up and it was 
cold so the jaguars stayed under cover.  We had to make do with giant ot-
ters, tons of birds and a morning on a jungle river in Brazil.  It’s a tough 
job but someone’s got to do it.  After our last lunch on the jaguar boat we 
loaded our luggage and gear and boated down to Port Geoggrey where 
we met our van.  The transfer along the Trans Pantanal Highway was 
relaxing, but I do have jaguar withdrawal.  My hands are kind of shaking.  



Back at the ranch we heard great news.  Last year there was a lone female jaguar that lived 
near the ranch.  She was there for several months and was last seen in February.  The guys 
at the ranch thought she may have been killed by a neighboring cattle rancher.  Here’s the 
good news…She was seen at the ranch yesterday….with a cub!   As we  were moving into 
our rooms there was a big stir around the ranch.  The jaguar had killed a capybara 600 meters 
from the dining room.  People came back from their bird hike with cell phone videos of the 
jaguar picking up the capybara and running into the forest!  
I’m going to sleep fast and be ready for tomorrow!

Day Nine
Looking at the jaguar tracks our guide thinks 
they are too small to be Teresa’s.  It’s a brand 
new cat!  Maybe we’ll see her from the boat.  
The morning shoot was just so so because 
the part of the river best for a morning shoot 
was totally blocked by water hyacinths.  We 
seemed to always be going into the light and 
made only a few good photos of hawks fishing 
for piranha.  The afternoon was MUCH better 
for the light.  I am having jaguar withdrawal, 

though.  My hands are a little shaky and I’m looking under every 
bush.  In the long run we have to remember that we were on such 
an emotional high from the success of the jaguar boat that anything 
else feels like a let down.  When we looked at our photos that night 
we realized we had made some of the best photos of the trip on the 
afternoon boat trip.  There was an amazing struggle as a neotropic 
cormorant tried to swallow a large spotted catfish  Ringed kingfish-
ers were hovering over the boat and yellow-headed car caras were 
hunting right next to the boat.  One of my favorite shots of the trip 
was an anhinga with his silver wings spread against a shadowed 
bend in the river.

Day Ten
This is our last day on the ranch so everyone was determined to find 
something new to add to their portfolio.  First up were the toucans…
this time photographed from the shadowed side so the sun glowed 
through translucent beaks.   Then it was a hike to find brown capuchin 
monkeys that resulted in some beautiful images.  To finish up we had 
amazing encounters with fishing jabiru storks and a spectacular cocoi 
heron catching and swallowing a different kind of catfish!












